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Abstract: Children and adolescents with intellectual disabilities (ID) often encounter difficulties
with narrative skills. Yet, there is a lack of research focusing on how to assess these skills in this
population. This study offers an overview of the tools used for assessing oral narrative skills in
children and adolescents with ID, addressing key questions about common assessment tools, their
characteristics, and reported evidence. A systematic review was conducted of the literature published
between 2010 and 2023 in the PsycINFO, ERIC, Education, and Psychology databases. An initial
1176 studies were reviewed by abstract, of which 485 were read in full text, leading to the selection
and analysis of 22 studies. Most of the identified tools involve analyzing language samples obtained
using wordless picture story books. Three common tools are emphasized. Studies have primarily
identified inter-rater reliability and test-criterion evidence for validity. The main tools and their
characteristics are discussed in depth to aid readers in discerning suitable options for research or
practical applications. The importance of reporting diverse sources of evidence for validity and
reliability within this population is highlighted.

Keywords: narrative competence; narrative skills; intellectual disability; assessment; validity; reliability

1. Introduction

Oral narrative skill is the ability to produce and share a chronologically sequenced
account of an event or story [1]. It involves both the overall organization and the inclusion
of essential details (macrostructure) as well as the specific linguistic elements used within
the story (microstructure) [2,3]. Thus, the act of producing narratives is both cognitively
and linguistically demanding [4,5].

Children and adolescents with intellectual disabilities (ID) usually develop their oral
narrative skills more slowly than typically developing (TD) children [6–8]. The significant
limitations in intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior in individuals with ID [9]
entail difficulties in functions and processes (i.e., language, cognition, executive functions,
or working memory) that limit their narrative performance [8,10,11]. Therefore, it has been
reported that individuals with ID generate less complex, cohesive, or coherent narratives
than TD individuals [6,12]. Nevertheless, these skills are essential for different areas of de-
velopment and relate to quality of life of people with ID (e.g., social inclusion, interpersonal
relations) [13].
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Findings on the narrative abilities of people with ID have been somewhat incon-
sistent [8]; this has been attributed to the diversity of tools or coding schemes used for
assessment [10,14]. There are several methods for assessing narrative skills based on
language samples, for example: scoring schemes such as the Narrative Assessment Proto-
col [15], Narrative Scoring Scheme [16], and Index of Narrative Complexity [17]; and tests
such as the Bus Story Test [18] or the Narrative Competence Task [19]. However, tools orig-
inally created for use with TD children may pose difficulties if applied to individuals with
ID without prior consideration or adaptation. Thus, awareness of the different modalities
of assessment is crucial. For example, the generation of spontaneous stories requires skills
(linguistic and cognitive) that may not be fully developed in individuals with ID at an early
age [10], potentially resulting in a floor effect that could lead to inaccurate conclusions.
Such challenges in the assessment of individuals with ID have been noted across different
disciplines [20,21].

When interested in assessing narrative skills in children with ID it is necessary to be
clear about the characteristics of the tools used, the type of narrative task required (genera-
tion/retelling, fictional/personal), the type of stimuli included, if it is a standardized tool or
not, and the components assessed (i.e., the analysis scheme used). For instance, the type of
task will be related to its utility for the assessment of certain elements. A story retelling task
will present a different outcome to that of generating stories, because they evoke different
components, and its usefulness will vary based on developmental stage [10,22]. Likewise,
the type of stimuli used during the task can lead to disparate results [23]. In this regard,
recognizing the characteristics of assessments and determining which ones to select and
why are crucial steps in narrative assessment within this population.

On the other hand, it is important to know the psychometric properties that the
different tools show in individuals with ID. The validity and reliability of an assessment
are not static properties of a tool [24–27], and they need to be analyzed, especially when the
tool is used for a population or context different from the one for which it was originally
designed [27]. Both properties are variable, and various types of evidence can be provided.
In this sense, it is important to explore the different sources of evidence of validity (e.g.,
content, internal structure, convergent, test criterion) or reliability (e.g., test–retest, internal
structure, inter-rater) available for the tools [24].

While some studies have addressed the narrative skills in children and adolescents
with ID of different etiologies (e.g., Down syndrome, fragile X syndrome, Williams syn-
drome) [23,28,29] there is no research that has delved into how to assess these skills in this
population. To date, no study has synthesized and analyzed the tools used for assessing
narrative skills in children and adolescents with ID. The aim of this study was to provide an
overview of the tools for the assessment of oral narrative skills used with this population.
This work considers aspects that have not been addressed in previous reviews [5,8,11,30,31].
For example, the recent review by Winters et al. [5] focused on the capability of the instru-
ments to differentiate between children with TD and those with developmental language
disorders, and excluded from their review studies with participants with ID. This review
focuses on the assessments reported in recent research including different types of studies
in which the narrative skills of children and adolescents with ID has been assessed. This
work seeks to answer the following research questions:

• What are the most common tools to assess narrative skills in children and adolescents
with ID?

• What are the characteristics of these tools, and which ones are most suitable for
children and adolescents with ID?

• What is the evidence of reliability and validity of these assessment tools for this population?

2. Materials and Methods

A systematic review was conducted. According to PRISMA guidelines [32], a three-
phase process was followed: (i) search strategy; (ii) selection and inclusion criteria; (iii) data
extraction. The PRISMA checklist is presented in Table S1 (Supplementary Material).
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The review was not prospectively registered. The whole process of search and selection
of studies is openly available in the Open Science Framework (OSF) (details in Data
Availability Statement). Each followed phase is described in a separate section below.

2.1. Search Strategy

The search was limited to recent works published between January 2010 and December
2023 (inclusive of both dates). The language of articles was limited to English and Spanish.
This notation pointed only to the language of the manuscript and not to the language of the
participants of the studies (the selection of the studies allowed for any language spoken by
the participants or any country). The search was carried out in four scientific databases,
two specialized in psychology, PsycINFO (Ebsco, Ipswich, MA, USA) and Psychology
Database (ProQuest, Ann Arbor, MI, USA), and two specialized in education, ERIC (Educa-
tional Resources Information Center) (Ebsco) and Education Database (ProQuest). Only
articles published in peer-reviewed scientific journals were included. Search expanders
or equivalent terms were not utilized. The search syntaxes were constructed considering
the main terms used in the literature to refer to (i) narrative ability (ii) assessment, and
(iii) the target population. For the search, only terms in English were used. The terms
and syntax used for all databases were: “narrative skills” AND assessment AND children;
“narrative language” AND measurement AND students; “narrative thinking” AND test
AND children; “narrative abilities” AND tool AND children; “narrative abilities” AND
evaluation AND children; “narrative competence OR narrative skills OR narrative abilities”
AND children AND intellectual disabilit*. Given that the review is part of a larger review,
most of the terms used did not limit the results only to studies with participants with
ID. This criterion was applied later in the selection phase. Appendix A details the results
obtained with each term and in each database as well as the composition of the initial pool
of results after removing duplicates.

2.2. Selection and Inclusion Criteria

After identifying the initial pool of studies (n = 1176), the selection phase was under-
taken. To be included, studies had to meet all the inclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria
were addressed in a scaled manner in the selection of studies through the application of
three consecutive filters (Figure 1) which allowed the final sample to be configured. The
first filter (abstract level) verified the following criteria: (i) empirical studies; (ii) narrative
skills assessed in children or adolescents; (iii) were not case studies; (iv) published between
2010 and 2023; and (v) manuscript written in English or Spanish. Empirical studies in-
cluded descriptive studies, experiments, quasi-experimental studies, ex post facto designs,
and instrumental studies. In a second filter (full text), the selection was limited to those
studies in which (i) statistics on the measurements are included and (ii) oral narratives
are assessed (e.g., written narratives were excluded). Finally, regarding the target popu-
lation, all the studies that considered participants who were children or adolescents with
ID were include, even if they also included adults, TD participants, or participants with
other diagnosis (e.g., studies with participant with autism but without ID were excluded,
participants with autism and ID were included). The final criterion applied was the in-
clusion of participants with ID (third filter). A total of 22 studies were selected for data
extraction [2,6,7,22,28,29,33–48].
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2.3. Data Extraction

The studies were analyzed and coded along two axes: (i) characteristics of the stud-
ies and (ii) characteristics of the assessments. The categories of analysis are detailed in
Tables 1 and 2. To categorize the type of study, the classification of quantitative empirical
studies described by Montero and León [49] was used. The categories for the coding of
characteristics of the assessments were delimited considering the categorization already
used by Winters et al. [5]. The categories for coding validity and reliability included various
types of evidence sources as outlined by AERA et al. [24]. (i.e., for reliability: internal
consistency, test–retest, inter-rater; for validity: content validity, test criterion, convergent
evidence, internal structure). However, only those found in the studies were reported. As
will be detailed in the Results section, only some of these types of evidence were reported in
the selected studies. This evidence was considered as reported, even if it was not explicitly
or intentionally stated (e.g., study reports validity evidence referring to relationships with
other linguistic variables theoretically related to narrative skills but does not report it as a
validity outcome). The coding process was carried out by three judges who independently
coded the selected studies. One judge coded all the selected studies, a second judge coded
82% (n = 18) of them, while a third judge coded 23% (n = 5). The three judges coded inde-
pendently the categories analyzed. The reliability of the coding process was estimated using
Krippendorff’s alpha [50], which indicated the degree of inter-rater agreement between
the three judges for each of the categories. Perfect agreement (kalpha = 1.00) was obtained
for the categories: % girls, % TD, ID etiology, IQ or MA, country, standardization, fictional
or personal, type of reliability, and sources of validity, while an acceptable agreement
(kalpha = 0.82 to 0.95) was obtained for the categories: study design, age, participants’
language, level of analysis, task type, and stimuli. All disagreements were resolved through
discussion among the judges until consensus was reached for all categories. Following
data extraction, the main results of the studies concerning the narrative skills of individuals
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with ID were summarized, although this is beyond the scope of the current paper. Table S2
(Supplementary Material) summarizes the main results of the selected studies in this regard.

Table 1. Categories of analysis for the characteristics of the studies.

Criteria Options or Description Subtypes or Description

Sample size Total simple size

Study design *

Descriptive
Systematic observation (naturalistic observation; structured

observation)/descriptive study of populations through
survey research (cross-sectional, longitudinal)

Experiments With different groups (between subjects)/with the same
group (within subjects)/factorial experiments

Quasi experiments Pretest–post-test/post-test only/interrupted time series

Ex post facto Retrospective/prospective/developmental
(transversal, longitudinal, sequential)

Single-subject experiments
No-reversal design/reversal design/design with treatments
(two different treatments; levels of treatments; interaction of

two treatments)/multiple baseline
Instrumental Instrumental design

% Girls Percentage of girls included

Age Age range (Y; M–Y; M)

% TD Percentage of TD participants

ID Etiology Etiology of the ID

IQ or MA Reported IQ or mental age (MA) of participants with ID

Country e.g., United States, Spain, Italy

Participants’ language e.g., English, Spanish, Italian

* Taxonomy of empirical quantitative studies from Montero and León [49].

Table 2. Categories of analysis according to the characteristics of the assessment conducted.

Criteria Categories and Examples

Standardized test

Yes (i.e., language samples that use a certain type of stimulus and
scoring scheme. It has norms of interpretation.)/no (i.e., language

samples that use diverse types of stimuli with different scoring
schemes. It has no norms of interpretation).

Task type Story generation/story retelling

Fictional or personal Fictional (e.g., tale)/personal (e.g., autobiographical stories)

Stimuli

Illustrated and wordless storybook (e.g., frog goes to
dinner)/illustrated and wordless plates or pictures (e.g., images,

pictures, draws)/cartoon scene (wordless) (e.g., Tom and Jerry)/verbal
prompts (oral) (e.g., instruction, prompts, questions)/illustrated story

book with words (e.g., Peter and the Cat).

Level of analysis
Macrostructure (e.g., story grammar); microstructure (e.g., lexical

diversity); internal state language (ISL) (e.g., emotions); mixed (e.g.,
macrostructure and microstructure)

Type of reliability evidence and reliability data available *
e.g., inter-rater reliability (e.g., Krippendorff’s alpha, Cohen’s kappa),
internal consistence (e.g., ordinal alpha, Cronbach’s alpha), test–retest

(e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient)

Sources of validity evidence and validity data available * e.g., Evidence based on test content, internal structure, on relations to
other variables (convergent, discriminant, test-criterion relationships).

* For both validity and reliability, different types of evidence sources contemplated by AERA et al. [24] were considered.
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3. Results

This section is organized into four subsections. First, the characteristics of the selected
studies are described. Secondly, an analysis of the assessment tools identified in those
studies is presented, highlighting their characteristics and the most used ones. Third, the
reported reliability evidence of the tools is analyzed. Finally, the validity evidence of the
tools available in the studies is examined.

3.1. Characteristics of the Selected Studies

Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the studies (design and composition of the
sample). Regarding their designs, they were mainly ex post facto and to a lesser extent
quasi-experimental designs, corresponding to interventions [28,33]. The ex post facto
studies were, to a greater extent, retrospective designs (n = 19) and, to a lesser extent,
developmental designs (n = 1). Those of a retrospective type were conducted, in most cases
(n = 13), with two comparison groups around a main measure (e.g., group with ID and TD
group) (e.g., [34,35]) and in some cases (n = 6) by a single group evaluated with multiple
measures (i.e., only participants with ID) (e.g., [6]). The sample size of the studies was
generally small (M = 48; SD = 32.92; range = 8–129). The largest sample size (n = 129) was
in the study of Estigarribia et al. [34].

Regarding the geographic location of the selected studies and the language of the
participants, most of the studies had English-speaking participants (n = 14), mainly in
the United States [2,6,29,34,36–41], but also in Canada [42], the United Kingdom [7,43],
and New Zealand [44]. Four of the studies had Italian-speaking participants and were
conducted in Italy [22,35,45,46]. Only two studies included Spanish-speaking partici-
pants [28,47], both from Spain. One of the studies considered Tamil-speaking participants
in Sri Lanka [33], while another did not explicitly report the language but was conducted
in Portugal [48].

As for the participants’ gender, the studies considered mixed samples in terms of
gender, except for three studies that did not indicate the participants’ gender [35,42,45]
and the work by Estigarribia et al. [34] that only included boys. Regarding the age, the
variability was greater in studies that incorporated TD participants matched by MA with
participants with ID. In these cases, very young TD children were included, whereas par-
ticipants with ID were older (e.g., [22,29,34,36]). In any case, all studies included children
or adolescents with ID, even if adults were also included [35]. In contrast, those studies
that did not incorporate TD participants (n = 11) were more focused on a specific age
range (e.g., [6,37,42]). Regarding the etiology of ID, in general, the studies included partici-
pants with Down syndrome (DS) (n = 13) [6,22,29,33,34,36–39,41–44], Williams syndrome
(WS) (n = 6) [28,35,40,45,47,48], fragile X syndrome (FXS) (n = 6) [2,6,29,34,36,39], autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) (n = 3) [33,34,39], and to a lesser extent, other diagnoses such as
cerebral palsy (n = 1) [33], global development delay (GDD) (n = 1) [33], and Alexander
disease (n = 1) [46] were included. Individuals with nonsyndromic ID were included in two
studies [6,7]. Regarding the levels of ID, most of the studies reported middle to moderate
ID according to reported IQ or MA of their participants (detailed in Table 3).
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Table 3. Characteristics of the studies.

Study Sample Size Design Type/Study Design % Girls Age Range % TD Reported ID Etiology Reported IQ or MA

Barton-Hulsey et al. (2017) [6] n = 102
Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and
multiple measures

45% 7;2–11;11 0% DS, FXS, and
nonsyndromic ID

IQ M (SD), range = 64.17
(10.64), 44–90

Brown et al. (2018) [7] n = 109 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 40% 7;0–11;0 (ID)

4;0–11;0 (TD) 60% Nonsyndromic ID IQ range = 44–76; mild and
moderate ID

Channell et al. (2015) [36] n = 68 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 32%

10;3–15;6 (DS)
10;2–16;0 (FXS)

3;1–6;2 (TD)
34% DS, FXS

Nonverbal IQ M (SD),
range = 42.48 (70.7),
65–65 (DS); 44.41 (7.87),
36–65 (FXS)

Channell et al. (2020) [37] n = 37
Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and multiple
measures

65% 6;0–11;10 0% DS Nonverbal IQ M (SD),
range = 59.92 (8.87), 41–75

Cleave et al. (2012) [42] n = 32 Ex post facto/developmental
longitudinal NS 5;10–16;6 0% DS MA M, range = 4;9,

2;10–7;3

Diez-Itza et al. (2018) [28] n = 8 Quasi experiment/pretest–
post-test. One group 50% 8;11–24;4 0% WS IQ M, range = 64, 44–90

Estigarribia et al. (2011) [34] n = 129 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 0%

6;2–15;10 (FXS)
6;3–15;11 (DS)
3;4–7;9 (TD)

30% FXS, FXS-ASD, DS
MA M, range = 5;4,
3;4–7;8 (FXS); 5;2,
3;9–8;2 (DS)

Finestack et al. (2012) [29] n = 57 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 42%

12;1–23;4 (DS)
11;4–19;9 (FXS)

3;7–7;9 (TD)
37% DS, FXS

Nonverbal IQ M (SD),
range = 41.71 (6.87),
36–57 (DS); 39.50 (6.05),
36–56 (FXS)

Gonçalves et al. (2011) [48] n = 26 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 69% 11;0–29;0 (WS)

11;0–29;0 (TD) 50% WS IQ M (SD), range = 47.31
(7.05), 40–69

Hessling and Brimo (2019) [38] n = 15
Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and
multiple measures

67% 8;1–18;3 0% DS Nonverbal IQ M
(SD) = 53.67 (14.17)
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Sample Size Design Type/Study Design % Girls Age Range % TD Reported ID Etiology Reported IQ or MA

Hettiarachchi (2016) [33] n = 30 Quasi experiment/pretest–
post-test. One group 27% 3;2–15;0 0% DS, CP, GDD, ASD

Mild and moderate ID.
Neither IQ nor MA
is reported.

Hogan-Brown et al. (2013) [39] n = 94 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 0%

6;1–15; 0 (FXS)
6;7–15;1 (FXS–ASD)

4;2–12;9 (ASD)
6;10–14; 10 (DS)

3;0–8;0 (TD)

17% FXS, FXS-ASD, ASD, DS

Nonverbal IQ M (SD),
range = 58.89 (14.58),
38–89 (FXS); 54.04 (11.8),
40–79 (FXS–ASD); 69.65
(15.37), 40–102 (ASD);
53.12 (9.96), 38–73 (DS)

Jones (2013) [40] n = 46 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 54% 8;0–14;5 (WS)

4;3–12;7 (TD) 61% WS
Nonverbal IQ M (SD),
range = 65.83(13.23), 41–84.
MA range = 4;7–12;6

Laws and Hall (2014) [43] n = 41 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 63% 3;9–11;1 0% DS IQ M (SD), range = 63.78

(14.46), 42–95.

Marini et al. (2010) [45] n = 38 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two groups NS 6;0–25;0 (WS)

5;0–10;0 (TD) 76% WS
IQ M (SD), range = 53.4
(6.7), 49–68.
MA range = 5;0–10;1

Mastrogiuseppe and Lee
(2017) [35] n = 33 Ex post facto/retrospective

with two or more groups NS 8;5–39;0 (WS)
4;6–7;5 (TD) 67% WS MA range = 4;6–7;5.

IQ not reported.

Michael et al. (2012) [41] n = 18 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 56% 11;11–32;10 (DS)

3;2–13;6 (TD) 50% DS
Only receptive vocabulary
age is reported.
Range = 3;2–13;6

Neal et al. (2022) [2] n = 32 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 25% 12;5–18;0 0% FXS

IQ M (SD), range = 37.67
(3.05), 36–48 (Males); 57.63
(18.64), 36–79

Pérez-García et al. (2015) [47] n = 69
Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and
multiple measures

42% 5;0–47;0 0% WS IQ M, range = 55.2, 40–96.
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Sample Size Design Type/Study Design % Girls Age Range % TD Reported ID Etiology Reported IQ or MA

Van Bysterveldt and Guillon
(2014) [44] n = 25

Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and
multiple measures

68% 5;11–13:1 0% DS Neither IQ nor MA
is reported.

Zampini et al. (2023) [46] n = 8
Ex post facto/retrospective
with one group and
multiple measures

50% 5;0–23;0 0% Alexander disease Neither IQ nor MA
is reported.

Zanchi et al. (2021) [22] n = 39 Ex post facto/retrospective
with two or more groups 54% 10;7–15;2 (DS)

3;2–7;6 (TD) 67% DS MA range = 3;2–7;6.

NS = not specified; DS = Down syndrome; FXS = fragile X syndrome; NS-ID = nonsyndromic ID; WS = Williams syndrome; GDD = global development delay; ASD = autism spectrum
disorder; CP = cerebral palsy; TD = typically developing. IQ = intelligence quotient. MA = mental age. M (SD) = mean (standard deviation).
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3.2. Assessment Tools Identified and Their Characteristics
3.2.1. Characteristics

Assessment tools were identified and coded based on their characteristics. Table 4
presents the characteristics analyzed. Each study and its elicitation procedure are reported
in the first and second columns. In two of the selected studies, two different assessments
were applied to assess narrative skills [33,42]. Therefore, although 22 studies were included,
24 assessment instances have been analyzed.

The first characteristic analyzed was whether the assessment was standardized or not
(third column). Some of them correspond to language samples that use different types
of stimuli with different scoring schemes (nonstandardized), while others correspond to
language samples within standardized tests (which use a certain type of stimulus and
scoring scheme and have defined interpretation norms). The assessment tools reported in
the selected studies corresponded mostly to language samples without standardization
and, to a lesser extent, to language samples within standardized tests (n = 4). However,
of these four assessments within standardized test, two used the Bus Story test applying
off-tool analysis schemes [34,42].

The second characteristic analyzed (fourth column) refers to the type of narrative
task considered in the assessments: story generation or story retelling. The difference
between the two is that in the retelling tasks, the examiner tells a story to the participants
before asking them to retell the story in their own words; generation tasks are limited to
delivering an instruction and/or a stimulus (e.g., illustrations) to elicit a story. For example,
in the Narrative Competence Task (NCT), during the generation task, the examiner asks
the child to browse the pages and then invites them to tell the story in their own words
while browsing the pages again [22]. The tasks were mostly conducted in a modality of
story generation (n = 17) and, to a lesser extent, story retelling (n = 7).

The third characteristic (fifth column) refers to the use of stimuli for elicitation. In
most of the assessments, visual stimuli were used. In two assessments, audiovisual stimuli
were used, which in both cases corresponded to wordless cartoon scenes. The stimuli used
corresponded to illustrated and wordless storybook (n = 14) [2,6,22,29,34,36–39,42,43,46,47]
(e.g., Frog Goes To Dinner story), illustrated and wordless plates or pictures used to convey
or elicit stories (n = 4) [33,41,44,45] (e.g., illustrations of scenes, photographs), wordless
cartoon scenes (n = 2) [28,35] (i.e., Tom and Jerry scenes), and illustrated storybooks with
words (n = 2) [33,40] (e.g., Peter and the Cat story). Only two assessments were limited to
verbal stimulus for the task (n = 2) [7,48], for instance, one study asked the participants to
“Tell me a very important event in your life” [48]. In both cases, the use of solely verbal
prompts corresponded to the elicitation of personal events.

The fourth characteristic analyzed (sixth column) corresponded to the nature of the
stories used during the assessment. Most of them considered fictional stories, while only
three were personal stories (e.g., accounts of personal experiences) [7,44,48].
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Table 4. Characteristics of the assessments.

Study Elicitation Procedure Stand. Task Type Stimuli Nature Level of Analysis

Barton-Hulsey et al. (2017) [6] Frog goes to dinner (FGTD) (story) No Generation Illustrated and
wordless storybook Fictional

Macrostructure
(includes ISL *) and
microstructure

Brown et al. (2018) [7] Account of a recent class-based event No Generation Verbal prompts (oral) Personal Macrostructure
(includes ISL)

Channel et al. (2015) [36] FGTD/Frog on his own (FOHO) (stories) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional

Macrostructure
(includes ISL) and
microstructure

Channell et al. (2020) [37] FGTD/FOHO (stories) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Microstructure and ISL

Cleave et al. (2012) [42]

Bus Story test (test) Yes Retelling Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional

Macrostructure
(includes ISL) and
microstructure

FOHO (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure

(includes ISL)

Diez-Itza et al. (2018) [28] Tom and Jerry (cartoon) No Retelling Cartoon scene (wordless) Fictional Macrostructure and
microstructure

Estigarribia et al. (2011) [34] Bus Story test (test) Yes Retelling Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure

(includes ISL)

Finestack et al. (2012) [29] FGTD (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

Gonçalves et al. (2011) [48] Open-ended question about any personal
significant life event No Generation Verbal prompts (oral) Personal Macrostructure

(includes ISL)

Hessling and Brimo (2019) [38] FGTD (story) No Retelling Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

Hettiarachchi (2016) [33]
Peter and the Cat (adapted story) No Retelling Illustrated storybook Fictional Macrostructure and

microstructure

Saman and the baby elephant (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless plates or
pictures Fictional Macrostructure and

microstructure
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Table 4. Cont.

Study Elicitation Procedure Stand. Task Type Stimuli Nature Level of Analysis

Hogan-Brown et al. (2013) [39] Adapted version of Bed Full of Cats (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

Jones (2013) [40] Adapted version of Thunder Cake (story) No Generation Illustrated storybook Fictional Microstructure

Laws and Hall (2014) [43] Frog, Where are You? (FWAY) (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Microstructure

Marini et al. (2010) [45]
Picnic and Cookie Theft (two single
pictures) and Flowerpot and Quarrel (two
stories with six pictures each)

No Generation Illustrated and wordless plates or
pictures Fictional Macrostructure and

microstructure

Mastrogiuseppe and Lee
(2017) [35] Tom and Jerry (Cartoon) No Retelling Cartoon scene (wordless) Fictional Microstructure

Michael et al. (2012) [41] Own elaboration story No Retelling Illustrated and wordless plates or
pictures Fictional Microstructure

Neal et al. (2022) [2] FGTD (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

Pérez-García et al. (2015) [47] FWAY (story) No Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure

(includes ISL)

Van Bysterveldt and Guillon
(2014) [44] Photographs No Generation Illustrated and wordless plates or

pictures Personal Macrostructure and
microstructure

Zampini et al. (2023) [46] Narrative Competence Task (NCT) (test) Yes Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

Zanchi et al. (2021) [22] NCT (test) Yes Generation Illustrated and wordless
storybook Fictional Macrostructure (includes

ISL) and microstructure

* Stand. = standardized test; ISL = internal state language.
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The fifth characteristic analyzed refers to the level of analysis of the narrative. The
macrostructure refers to the organization of the story and the information provided [38].
Microstructure refers to quantifiable linguistic characteristics at the sentence and word
level [3,6]. The internal state language (ISL) refers to the language used to provide infor-
mation about the mental state of the characters of the story. In some scoring schemes, the
ISL is categorized as one more component of the macrostructure, while some authors con-
sider it an independent third level. The assessments reported in the selected studies were
mainly mixed at the level analyzed. Mostly, they focused on the three levels of analysis,
considering ISL as part of the macrostructure (n = 9) [2,7,22,29,36,38,39,42,46]. This was
followed by assessments that focused on the macrostructure and microstructure, without
considering the ISL (n = 5) [28,33,44,45]. Other assessments considered the macrostructure
and ISL and did not consider the microstructure (n = 5) [7,34,42,47,48]. Some assessments
(n = 4) focused only on the microstructure [35,40,41,43]. Only one assessment assessed
microstructure together with the ISL [36].

The specific measures considered for each level are further detailed in Table 5. The
macrostructural elements were assessed using different scoring schemes, such as the
Narrative Scoring Scheme (NSS) (e.g., [29]) or the Story Grammar Scheme (e.g., [34]). As
for the microstructural level, studies reported various types of microstructural measures
for different purposes. For example, the mean length of the utterances (MLU) (in words
or in morphemes) and the subordination indexes were reported as measures of syntactic
complexity (e.g., [38]). The number of utterances or C-units and the number of total words
(NTW or tokens) were reported as measures of productivity (e.g., [28]). As for measures
of lexical diversity studies reported the number of different words (NDW) [6], type-token
ratio (TTR) [41] or diversity index (D-index) [22].

3.2.2. Most Common Tools

After analyzing the different assessments, it is worth highlighting those tools most
frequently used in the population of interest, and their characteristics. The wordless
picture book Frog goes to Dinner (FGTD) [51] was the story most commonly used as an
elicitation procedure. It was used in both modalities of narrative task, as a generation
task [2,6,29,36,37] and as a retelling task [38]. In all cases the tool was used with English-
speaking participants. At a macrostructural level, the language samples elicited with the
FGTD story were generally assessed using the Narrative Scoring Scheme [16,29], which
considers specific elements of the story [2,6,29,37]. At a microstructural level, different
measures were used (e.g., MLU, NDW). Other stories from the Frog series such as Frog,
Where are you? (FWAY) and Frog on his own (FOHO) were also used. However, they
were either employed as alternative stories to (FGTD) [36,37], analyzed with nonspecific
macrostructural analysis schemes [42,47], or solely used for MLU analysis [43].

The second tool was the Bus Story test [18], that was used in two studies as a retelling
task [34,42]. Although this test is embedded in a tool that corresponds to a standardized test
with its own analysis scheme at the macrostructural level (Bus Story’s information score),
the studies also analyzed the macrostructure using different analysis schemes independent
of the test itself. These schemes include Story Grammar Schema and McKeough’s Story
Structure Analysis. In both cases the tool was used with English-speaking participants.

The third tool is the NCT [19], which was used in two studies with Italian population
with ID as a generation task [22,46]. This tool is a standardized test with its own analysis
scheme for macrostructure, which considers the dimensions of events, structure, agents,
anaphoric use of the article, and mental state lexicon. On the microstructural level, various
measures were used (MLU, D-index, NTW, and subordinate clauses) [22,46].
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Table 5. Components or measures analyzed and available reliability and validity evidence.

Study Components Analyzed Reliability Data Available Validity Data Available

Barton-Hulsey et al. (2017) [6]

Macrostructure (includes ISL). Narrative Scoring
Scheme (NSS): introduction, character, mental state,
referencing, conflict, cohesion, and conclusion.

Inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s alpha for each
dimension

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
NSS and reading skills.

Microstructure: MLUm, NDW, total utterances, %
intelligible. -

Test-criterion evidence. Moderate correlations
between microstructure (MLU and NDW) and
reading skills.

Brown et al. (2018) [7]
Macrostructure (includes ISL). Story grammar
elements: initiating event, internal response, plan,
attempt, outcome, and reaction (emotion or actions).

Inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s alpha for total
score and range for dimensions.

Test criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructure and testimonial skills (only
participants with ID).

Channell et al. (2015) [36]

Macrostructure (includes ISL). Story grammar
elements.

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for each
dimension. -

Microstructure. MLU, verb use, adverb use,
conjunction use. - -

Channell et al. (2020) [37]

Microstructure. MLU Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement. -

Internal state language (ISL): mental state language
(MSL) density, MSL diversity Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
mental state language and expressive
vocabulary knowledge and emotion knowledge.

Cleave et al. (2012) [42]

Macrostructure (includes ISL) (Bus Story).
McKeough’s Story Structure analysis and Bus Story’s
information score.

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for story
structure.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructure and receptive language.

Microstructure (Bus Story): MLU in five longest
T-units, average clauses per T-unit, NTW, NDW. -

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
microstructure and receptive and expressive
language.

Macrostructure (includes ISL) (FOHO). McKeough’s
Story Structure analysis

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for story
structure. -

Diez-Itza et al. (2018) [28]

Macrostructure. PRE-CORP: scenarios, episodes,
events, characters. Productivity (completeness) and
complexity (sequential order)

- -

Microstructure. Productivity: utterances, clauses,
tokens; complexity: syntactic complexity, lexical
diversity; cohesion: MLU, types, markers.

- -
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Table 5. Cont.

Study Components Analyzed Reliability Data Available Validity Data Available

Estigarribia et al. (2011) [34] Macrostructure: story grammar schema Inter-rater reliability. Interclass correlation for total
score and Cohen’s kappa for each dimension.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructure of a story retelling and
short-term memory.

Finestack et al. (2012) [29]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): NSS (using an adapted
rubric of its own).

Inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s alpha for each
dimension. -

Microstructure: C-Units, MLU Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for both
measures. -

Gonçalves et al. (2011) [48]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): System for the
Assessment of the Structural Coherence of
Narrative/System for the Assessment of Narrative
Content Diversity/System for the Assessment of
Narrative Process Complexity.

Inter-rater reliability. Interclass correlation for all
sub dimensions. -

Hessling and Brimo (2019) [38]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): NSS Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for total. Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructure (NSS) and literacy skills.

Microstructure: MLU, NDW, Narrative Assessment
Protocol (NAP).

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for total
NAP.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
microstructure (MLUm, NDW, NAP) and
literacy skills.

Hettiarachchi (2016) [33]

Macrostructure (both stories): content (information
score) based on the production of key aspects of
the story

- -

Microstructure (both stories): MLU, C-units, syntactic
structures - -

Hogan-Brown et al. (2013) [39]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): Evaluative Coding
Scheme, story structure (main episodes) and thematic
maintenance (theme and resolution)

Inter-rater reliability. Interclass correlation for all
measures. -

Microstructure: MLUm, number of clauses, complex
syntax and its diversity. Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for MLUm -
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Table 5. Cont.

Study Components Analyzed Reliability Data Available Validity Data Available

Jones (2013) [40]
Microstructure: grammatical errors, referential
cohesion errors, tense shifting errors, connective
cohesion errors.

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for three of
four dimensions. -

Laws and Hall (2014) [43] Microstructure: MLU - Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
MLU and expressive language.

Marini et al. (2010) [45]

Macrostructure: informative content (lexical
informativeness, % thematic informativeness),
discursive organization (% local coherence errors, %
global coherence errors).

-
Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructural measures and visual analysis
abilities.

Microstructure: productivity: NDW, speech rate
NDW/min. Lexical processing: NDW/n units,
number of semantic paraphasias, % parapragmatic
errorsMorphosyntactic organization: MLU, %
complete sentences

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for all
measures.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
microstructural measures and
neuropsychological scores were assessed but no
significant correlation was reported.

Mastrogiuseppe and Lee
(2017) [35]

Microstructure: MLU, number of clauses, use of
spatial language (e.g., verbs).

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for some
measures. -

Micheal et al. (2012) [41]
Microstructure: MLU, NTW, % utterances, TTR,
target verb produced, verbs produced with correct
argument structure.

-
Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
microstructural performance and memory
skills.

Neal et al. (2022) [2]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): NSS, using rubric of
Finestack (2012) and own adaptions

Inter-rater reliability. Krippendorff’s alpha for each
dimension.

Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
macrostructure (NSS) and vocabulary
(expressive and receptive) and literacy skills
(written language).

Microstructure: MLUm -
Test-criterion evidence. Correlations between
microstructure measures (MLUm) and
vocabulary (expressive and receptive).

Pérez-García et al. (2015) [47] Macrostructure (includes ISL): scoring system
modified by the author. - -

Van Bysterveldt and Guillon
(2014) [44]

Macrostructure: personal narrative quality (PNQ). Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for total
score. -

Microstructure: MLUm, NDW - -
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Table 5. Cont.

Study Components Analyzed Reliability Data Available Validity Data Available

Zampini et al. (2023) [46]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): events, structure,
agents, anaphoric use of the article, mental state
lexicon

- -

Microstructure: NTW, MLU, subordinate clauses
(implicit and explicit) - -

Zanchi et al. (2021) [22]

Macrostructure (includes ISL): events + agents,
structure.

Inter-rater reliability. Percent agreement for both
elements. -

Microstructure: NTW, D index, MLU, syntactic
complexity - -

(-): The hyphen indicates that this type of information was not reported; MLU: mean length of utterance in words; MLUm: mean length of utterance in morphemes; NDW (Number of
different words); Total words (NTW); PRE-CORP: Pragmatic Evaluation Protocol for the analysis of oral Corpora.
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3.3. Reliability Evidence Reported

Reliability is a key aspect of assessments and refers to the consistency of their scores [24].
To present evidence of reliability, the studies were analyzed based on the information avail-
able on the different sources. Although different types of evidence of reliability have been
considered (as detailed in Table 2), the results are limited to those reported in the selected
studies (Table 5). The studies can be classified as follows: (i) those that incorporate some
reliability data for all measures of narrative skills conducted (n = 9) [7,29,34,35,37–40,48];
(ii) those that incorporate reliability data only for some of the measures of components
assessed (n = 7) [2,6,22,36,42,44,45]; and (iii) those that do not report any reliability data
(n = 6) [28,33,41,43,46,47]. Thus, of the 22 studies analyzed, 16 presented information re-
garding the reliability of their measures in at least one of the levels analyzed. Most of the
studies that included reliability evidence did so only for the macrostructure measures, de-
spite having analyzed microstructure aspects [2,6,22,36,42,44]. Some assessments included
an analysis of the reliability of the microstructural measures (n = 6) [29,37–40,45].

As for the type of reliability evidence, studies only reported evidence of inter-rater
reliability. On the one hand, this is understandable given that narrative analysis consists
of making coding (microstructural) and scoring (macrostructural) decisions in which it is
crucial to report evidence of agreement between two or more judges, to avoid coder bias.
On the other hand, there is a lack of other types of evidence of reliability that could be
valuable, such as test–retest reliability. As detailed in Table 5, the studies identified reported
inter-rater reliability through different indices: (i) Krippendorff’s alpha (n = 4) [2,6,7,29];
(ii) percentage of agreement; (iii) Cohen’s kappa (n = 1) [34], or (iv) interclass correla-
tion (n = 3) [34,39,48]. Most assessments only calculated the percentage of agreement
(n = 8) [22,35–38,40,42,44]. It is important to notice that only some of these studies re-
ported evidence exclusively considering participants with ID, as they did not include TD
participants [2,6,37,38,42,44].

3.4. Validity Evidence Reported

Validity is the most fundamental property of assessments and refers to the degree to
which evidence and theory support the interpretations of their use [24]. To present validity
evidence reported, the studies were analyzed based on the information available on the
different sources of validity. Although different types of evidence of validity have been
considered (as detailed in Table 2), the results are limited to those reported (Table 5). As
observed in Table 5, only some evidence of test-criterion relationships was identified. This
is a kind of validity evidence based on relations to other variables and refers to the relation
of the assessment (in this case of narrative skills) to a relevant criterion that is theoretically
related to it [24]. The variable criteria were as follows: reading or literacy skills [6,38], vocab-
ulary [2,37], emotion knowledge [37], receptive language [42], expressive language [42,43],
memory skills [34,41], visual analysis abilities [45], and testimonial skills [7]. Some studies
reported these correlations exclusively for individuals with ID [2,6,7,37,43]. These criterion
variables were evaluated using standardized or systematic methods. In all cases, the ev-
idence provided was not explicitly reported as evidence of validity, since the aim of the
studies was not instrumental. Thus, these relationships were reported for other purposes
(e.g., to predict).

Other types of evidence based on the relations with other variables such as convergent
evidence, which corresponds to the extent to which one type of instrument correlates with
another that measures the same thing (e.g., two tests that assess narrative skills), were not
identified. In this regard, most studies used only one kind of tool to assess narrative skills,
thus they could not report correlations. The studies that included more than one assess-
ment [33,42] did not reported the correlation between them. For instance, Cleave et al. [42],
who use two different tools (the Bus Story test and FOHO), mentioned that all macrostruc-
tural measures were highly correlated, but did not report those correlations.
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4. Discussion

This work aimed to answer the following questions: (i) What are the most common
tools to assess narrative skills in children and adolescents with ID?; (ii) What are the
characteristics of these tools, and which ones are most suitable for children and adolescents
with ID?; and (iii) What is the evidence of reliability and validity of these assessment
tools for this population? These questions have already been partially answered in the
results section. In this section some essential issues regarding these questions and the
reported results are discussed. First, the three tools highlighted in the Results section are
discussed according to their evidence and outcomes. Second, the characteristics of the tools
and the suitability of each one for individuals with ID are discussed in depth. Third, the
availability and importance of different sources of validity and reliability are discussed.
Finally, limitations and projections of the work are stated.

4.1. What Are the Most Common Tools to Assess Narrative Skills in Children and Adolescents
with ID?

The FGTD story, used for generation or retelling tasks and evaluated with the NSS,
predominated in this population. Additionally, the Bus Story Test [18] and NCT [19] were
commonly employed for retelling and generation tasks, respectively. Here, we briefly
discuss the evidence of these tools for children and adolescents with ID. Additionally, we
discuss the type of outcomes that these tools have provided in the literature for this popula-
tion. Further details of the outcomes of each study can be consulted in the Supplementary
Material (Table S2).

At macrostructural level, some studies reported inter-rater reliability evidence for
FGTD story (using NSS) as a generation task [2,6,29] and as a retelling task [38]. At the
microstructural level, different measures have been used (e.g., MLU), and some inter-rater
reliability evidence has been reported as an indicator of process quality [29,38]. As for
validity, some studies reported test-criterion evidence for their use at macrostructural
level [6,38] (relation with reading skills), at microstructural level [2,38] (relation with
reading skills and vocabulary) and at only ISL level [37] (relation with expressive vocabulary
and emotion knowledge).

Regarding the type of results derived from its use, it can be observed that this tool
(FGTD using NSS) has consistently yielded similar outcomes. For instance, various studies
utilizing this tool have consistently reported strengths at the macrostructural level among
individuals with ID, particularly in concerning the introduction of characters and settings
(Introduction dimension of NSS) in comparison to other dimensions [2,6,29,36,38]. The
performance in mental states has been less consistent. While some highlight the description
of mental states as a strength [2] others report low performance [6], even in a retelling
modality [38]. Furthermore, the results have been consistent in reporting similarities
in macrostructural performance among different etiologies of ID (e.g., FXS, DS) [29,36].
Additionally, the tool has proven useful in identifying differences between etiologies in
certain components [29], as well as in distinguishing their performance from TD groups
matched by MA or MLU [2,29,36]. This tool has been also used to identify variables related
to narrative performance (such as MA or literacy skills) (e.g., [6,37,38]), and to explore
difference by gender within etiologies (e.g., female with FXS and male with FXS) [2]. As for
microstructure (outside the NSS), the outcomes have been consistent in showing restricted
performance [29,38].

The use of this tool has not only revealed limitations but also strengths. This suggests
that the tool may not exhibit a floor effect (nor a ceiling effect), making it suitable for the
ID population. Accordingly, authors such as Finestack et al. [29] explicitly conclude that
NSS (applied to the FGTD) may serve as a valuable tool for individuals with ID. Thus,
despite some suggestions [10] that spontaneous story generation tasks may encounter floor
effects in this population, using this tool in a generation mode, with the support of visual
elicitation stimuli (nonspontaneous) (storybook) and analyzed with the NSS, may alleviate
this concern.
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As for the Bus Story test [18], used in two studies as a retelling task [34,42], some
evidence can be highlighted. At a macrostructural level, Estigarribia et al. [34] reported
inter-rater reliability for the scoring of this story using the Story Grammar Schema. The
same author reported some test-criterion evidence (relationship between macrostructure in
a retelling task and short-term memory). Cleave et al. [42] reported inter-rater reliability
for the scoring of the macrostructure of the story using the McKeough’s Story Structure
Analysis scheme and reported the test-criterion correlation between macrostructure and
receptive language. At microstructural level Cleave et al. [42] reported a test-criterion
correlation between MLU and both receptive and expressive language.

Regarding the type of results derived from its use, the Bus Story Test [18] has been used
in longitudinal studies to assess narrative skill development in individuals with ID [42]
Additionally, the Bus Story Test has been employed to compare narrative skills across
different etiologies of ID, such as FXS and DS [34]. The study found similar macrostructural
performance, consistent with outcomes obtained through other methods, but also identified
differences between specific diagnoses, such as FXS and FXS-ASD. This tool has also been
used to identify related variables with narrative performance [34]. Since the tool has proven
useful in identifying changes over time or differences between ID groups, it likely does not
exhibit a floor effect in this population. In comparison to the frog story FOHO, the Bus
Story Test was found to generate longer narratives by Cleave et al. [42]. This finding may
be relevant for practitioners or researchers seeking to elicit longer narratives. However,
this difference may be attributed to the use of generation mode for the FOHO story and
retelling mode for the Bus Story Test.

Finally, in relation to the NCT [19], some points are noteworthy. The study by Zanchi
et al. [22] provided some evidence of inter-rater reliability at the macrostructural level for
this tool (as an indicator of process quality). While there is limited psychometric evidence
of its performance specifically in individuals with ID, it remains the only standardized tool
for assessing narrative skills with interpretation norms available for the Italian population
(TD). The NCT tool has been useful in reporting outcomes in Italian-speaking children with
ID, with results consistent with those obtained using other tools in different languages.
For example, similar macrostructural performance was reported between children with
ID and TD children matched by MA [46]. Additionally, the NCT has been used to explore
narrative skills in Italian population with different etiologies of ID (i.e., Alexander disease
and DS) [46] as well as to compare the performance of Italian children with ID and TD
children matched by different criteria (i.e., MA, MLU) [22]. Notably, the NCT employs a
very simple and colorful story depicting a familiar situation (children in a park) [19], in
contrast to FGTD, which presents a story in black and white set in a less familiar context
(“fancy restaurant”). In this regard, Zanchi et al. [22] emphasize that the simplicity of the
NCT makes it suitable for use with young children and children with ID.

4.2. What Are the Characteristics of These Tools, and Which Ones Are Most Suitable?

In this section, some aspects and implications associated with these characteristics
are discussed to help the reader (research or practitioner) reflect on the suitability of the
different assessment modalities.

All the assessments that have been applied to assess narrative skills in children and
adolescents with ID in recent years correspond to analysis of language samples. Most
of them were not part of standardized tests and utilized different types of stimuli with
different scoring schemes. This has some important implications. On the one hand, this
result is related to the flexibility of this type of instrument compared to language samples
within standardized tests. In fact, in some cases, this type of instrument was used due
to the lack of standardized tools adapted to a certain context. For example, the study
by Hettiarachchi et al. [33] was carried out in the Tamil language. Likewise, language
samples can be particularly useful in populations in which the conditions of application
of standardized tools tend to have a floor effect [52]; therefore, they may be preferable in
populations with ID.
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On the other hand, the use of nonstandardized tools based on language samples
instead of language samples tasks within standardized tests has some disadvantages.
One of them is that it makes it difficult to compare the results between studies, replicate
the assessment conditions as well as to evaluate their psychometric quality. However,
this can be remedied by using application protocols for narrative tasks and predefined
scoring schemes. For example, in SALT Software website, [53] Mayer’s Frog stories have
been accompanied by a series of materials to schematize their use. In this way, scripts
have been developed to standardize the way storybooks are presented (e.g., indicating
what the examiner should say on each sheet). Likewise, that team provided a NSS for
each story. Initiatives such as this provide greater control to the assessment conditions
through nonstandardized narrative tasks, and with this, greater internal validity to the
conditions of the studies conducted as well as greater replicability and comparability
between different studies.

Regarding the task type (modality), narrative tasks in the mode of story generation
were more frequent in the literature than the mode of retelling. This has relevant repercus-
sions on the population of children and adolescents with ID because both modalities differ
in the amount of information provided for the task as well as in the memory demands
involved in each modality. While the retelling tasks provide the examinee with a structure
of the story, in the generation tasks, the intervention of the examiner is limited to delivering
an instruction and/or a stimulus, so that the structure of the story depends to a greater
extent on the examinee. On the other hand, while the retelling task demands long-term
memory, the generation task will demand more working memory [12,54]. In any case, the
decision of one type of task or another will be relevant because both modalities evoke
different components of the narrative, and its usefulness will vary according to the age of
those evaluated [10].

Although most of the studies analyzed used the narrative generation modality, the
retelling modality has been advocated for use in children with ID because it allows greater
narrative production than does a generation task [34]. Likewise, although they have been
considered to be effective as generation tasks, retelling tasks have been noted for providing
longer stories with more grammatical components of the story, requiring less time to
transcribe, and providing more reliable scores [55]. Furthermore, the value of retelling
tasks has been supported to evaluate the comprehension of stories [56].

Regarding the use of elicitation stimuli, most of the assessments considered the use of
stimuli in narrative tasks. The stimuli chosen were mostly images (i.e., wordless picture
books, pictures, and wordless illustrations that were not books), although audiovisual
records were also used (i.e., wordless cartoon scene). This is relevant because the type of
narrative task and the use of supportive stimuli influence the narratives produced [23,55].
For instance, wordless picture-story books or picture-story sequences involve comprehen-
sion skills and this has implications in assessment [57,58]. Although the use of images as a
supportive stimulus to elicit narratives could limit the type and amount of information pro-
duced, their use is recommended to facilitate the task in children and/or adolescents with
ID because it reduces processing difficulties [55]. In this regard, it has been recommended
that the stimuli remain available during the narrative task (not only in the instructions or
presentation of the story) and thus lower the demand on working memory and facilitate
a greater narrative repertoire. In fact, Cleave et al. [42] emphasize that visual support is
essential for individuals with ID to demonstrate their abilities to the fullest. For their part,
audiovisual stimuli, which are more innovative in the literature, have been highlighted for
their value in facilitating the understanding of the narrative structure [28].

With regard to the nature of the stories used, in most of the studies analyzed, the au-
thors opted more for the use of fictitious stories than for personal accounts. This decision is
not accidental because it has relevant implications for the elicitation of stories with children
in general and with children with ID. Fictional stories provide a built-in story structure
that alleviates the cognitive load of the narrative (compared to a personal narrative) [37].
Likewise, if the focus of interest is on the production of ISL, the use of fictional stories can
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be advantageous. Channell et al. [37] indicates that because fictional stories focus on other
characters (not the self), they provide an optimal context to provoke the use of language of
mental states.

4.3. What Is the Evidence of Reliability and Validity of These Assessment Tools for This Population?

Some relevant ideas can be drawn from this work in relation to the psychometric
properties of the assessments. First, it is possible and important to report reliability and
validity evidence of assessment, even if the instrument used is not standardized. In this
context, nonstandardized assessments based in language samples analysis can and should
consider some reliability and validity evidence.

Of the studies analyzed, several of them did not report any validity or reliability
evidence in their assessments. This is understandable given the studies were not on
instrumental focus, this was not their aim. Thus, the lack of such evidence is not a criticism
of the quality of these studies, but rather reflects a gap in the literature on this aspect. The
assessment tools used may have shown evidence of reliability and validity previously
-for example in standardization studies (e.g., [19])—but not in populations with ID. No
instrumental studies were identified that focused on providing evidence of psychometric
properties of any instrument in this specific population.

Of the evidence that was identified, other sources of evidence of reliability and validity
would be desirable. On reliability, only inter-rater reliability evidence was identified. In the
studies this type of evidence is reported as an indicator of the quality of the transcription
and coding process of language samples. In this sense, it refers to the measurement error
coming from the coder. This is important since language analysis is influenced by the
coder’s decisions from transcription (e.g., segmentation of utterances) to the scoring of
macrostructural aspects. However, there is a lack of other types of reliability evidence that
are crucial as indicators of the consistency of assessments, such as evidence of test–retest
reliability (consistency over time) or internal consistency. Each kind of reliability evidence
should not be considered equivalent, as each includes a unique definition of measurement
error [24]. On validity, some evidence, specifically test-criterion evidence, has been reported
for some of the assessments. There is a lack of other sources of validity evidence that are
fundamental and may vary among specific groups [24], such as convergent evidence
(correlations between different tools that assess narrative abilities) or internal structure
evidence (degree to which the empirical grouping of the different elements occurs in a
coherent way with the sub-dimensions considered in the tool). Providing this kind of
evidence could offer insights into their measurement validity and into their differential
performance in specific situations.

Addressing the need for more diverse evidence on the reliability and validity of
assessment tools of the narrative skills in children and adolescents with ID requires future
empirical studies focused on their application and analysis in this population.

4.4. Study Limitations and Projections

In this study, an updated and rigorous review focused on the assessment of narrative
skills in a specific group has been conducted. However, this study is subject to limitations
inherent in a systematic review. The studies selected and analyzed are the result of a
certain choice of databases, search terms, language, and periods of time that could leave
out relevant works. Another limitation of a systematic review is that the aspects coded
and analyzed may exclude other relevant elements. For example, the use of paraverbal
elements during the narrative tasks (such as gestures or the prosody of the story) that
were considered in some studies [22,33,35], were not coded. An aspect overlooked is the
nature of the characters in the narrative, such as whether they are human characters (e.g.,
Thunder Cake), animals (e.g., Frog Where Are You?), or originally inanimate objects (e.g., the
Bus Story Test) are considered. Although stories that include animals are frequent and are
recommended for young children some authors consider it preferable that stories include
human characters. In this sense, it has been mentioned that the appearance of human
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characters favors disambiguation and the use of pronouns and that characters carrying
out realistic activities familiar to the child favors understanding [40], while unknown
experiences hinder understanding [33]. In the same sense, it has been indicated that the
use of more realistic characters facilitates the task in children with ID [33].

The main outcomes of each study on narrative skills of individuals with ID (sum-
marized in Table S2) have been discussed in relation to the most common assessments.
However, future studies should delve deeper into analyzing the outcomes obtained for this
population using different types of assessment. This way, possible discrepancies obtained
by the assessment methods could be further investigated.

Another projection pertains to the observed differences among groups of individuals
with ID, including factors like chronological age (CA), gender, and language. When it
comes to CA, no significant trends were found when comparing children and adolescents
with ID in the reviewed studies. CA did not appear to be a relevant factor when contrasted
with MA or literacy skills. In Neal’s study [2], encompassing adolescents with FXS, CA did
not predict narrative performance significantly. Nevertheless, some studies suggest that
CA is relevant, as developmental changes in narrative content have been observed from
the youngest to the oldest participants with DS (two years to eight years) [59]. Regarding
gender, certain studies, like Neal et al. [2] identified differences between boys and girls
with FXS, indicating significant disparities in narrative performance. Conversely, Mas-
trogiuseppe and Lee [35] found no gender-based distinctions in narrative performance
among individuals with WS. As for language, no discrepancies were reported across differ-
ent languages, as no study involving participants with ID included more than one spoken
language. Future research could further explore developmental differences among children
and adolescents with ID, as well as differences related to gender or language, while also
considering the impact of different types of assessments on these findings.

This work addresses various aspects that may concern researchers or practitioners
interested in evaluating narrative skills in children or adolescents with ID. It provides
insights into the most common tools, their characteristics, and the evidence supporting their
use, as well as the types of outcomes they can provide. With this information, stakeholders
can make informed decisions about the most appropriate tools for their specific purposes.
For example, a researcher may want to explore the oral narrative skills of children with ID
and aim for long narratives. In such cases, a retelling task using visual supports, such as
the Bus Story test or FGTD in retelling mode, may be optimal. Conversely, a practitioner
may be interested in assessing the narrative production skills in very young children with
ID, without particular focus on narrative length. In this scenario, may be most suitable to
use a generation task with simple visual stimuli, such as the NCT. We hope that these and
other questions can be answered in the work presented here.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Retrieval results and removal of duplicate records.

Terms Database Records Total Duplicate
Removed

Selected for
Screening

“narrative skills” AND assessment
AND children

PsycINFO 263

2485 1309 1176

ERIC 112
Education database 409
Psychology database 404

“narrative language” AND measurement
AND students

PsycINFO 46
ERIC 154
Education database 5
Psychology database 141

“narrative thinking” AND test
AND children

PsycINFO 22
ERIC 15
Education database 17
Psychology database 17

“narrative abilities” AND tool
AND children

PsycINFO 62
ERIC 31
Education database 156
Psychology database 140

“narrative abilities” AND evaluation
AND children

PsycINFO 142
ERIC 43
Education database 166
Psychology database 112

“narrative competence OR narrative skills
OR narrative abilities” AND children
AND intellectual disabilit*

PsycINFO 18
ERIC 0
Education database 3
Psychology database 7

(*) Include all words with the root “disabilit-”(such as disability or disabilities).
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